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1. Introduction
Feminism these days really does look brighter and funnier, cooler, and easier than ever
before. (Zeisler, 2016: 252)

Within the last ten years, global popular culture has experienced a new feminist wave.
Feminism, which before the 2010s had often been dismissed as a subculture of women who
supposedly hated men and refused to shave, has become trendy (Zeisler 2016: xii). Celebrities
have begun to discuss gender discrimination and identify as feminists; the word feminist appears
in social media hashtags and t-shirts (Banet-Weiser 2018). Gender rights have become more
visible than ever, and in 2017 the #MeToo movement brought worldwide attention to sexual
harassment and gendered violence.

While the visibility of feminist ideas has resulted in concrete social change, the new era of
feminism has also shaped the capitalist world market (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020:
4). As feminism has become popularized, the world has witnessed a surge of advertising that
incorporates feminist ideas. Often these advertisements portray femininity in ways that have a
strong focus on strength and independence. However, it can be questioned whether the
companies that advertise with feminist messages are truly feminist, or whether their aim is
simply to ‘empower’ women to consume more (Banet-Weiser 2018: 28).

This study focuses on the way that feminist discourses are used by the fast fashion retailer
Monki, which is a brand belonging to the H&M group. Monki has used explicitly feminist
statements in its advertising, which is most prominent on the photo-sharing platform Instagram.
The material of the research comprises a selection of Monki’s Instagram posts published in
2018 and 2019. I analyse the different meanings conveyed in the material, using the framework
of critical discourse analysis, and a method that combines elements of M.A.K. Halliday’s
systemic functional theory with multimodal analysis. I use a qualitative approach, which is a
helpful tool when looking to describe, explain, and understand the characteristics of the object
of study (Pietikäinen and Mäntynen 2020). My interest is to interpret the different meanings
attributed to feminism and femininity in Monki’s Instagram discourse. In my analysis, I try to
answer two questions: 1. What kind of discourses of femininity and feminism emerge from the
material? 2. What are the linguistic and multimodal strategies with which these discourses are
constructed? When approaching these questions, I pay attention to factors such as the
5

representation of women, who is speaking and who is addressed in texts, and what kind of
feminist issues are discussed.

As a feminist, my interest in researching the topic arises from a concern that while feminism is
more visible than ever before, feminist political issues are being overshadowed by neoliberal
interests. Because feminism as a term has become both more commonly used and more complex
in recent years, it is important to assess the different discursive practices that are placed under
the umbrella of feminism. It is also equally necessary to examine the different meanings
attributed to femininity, as portrayals of femininity are inherently connected to discourses of
feminism. From the point of view of critical discourse analysis, the use of language is always
tied to existing power structures, in which some actors have more influence to provide
definitions and meanings to ideologies (Fairclough 1989: 2). As multinational companies wield
significant power in defining feminism today, it is important to analyse and question the
meanings they attribute to feminism and femininity.

I chose fashion advertising as the topic of my study because as an industry, fashion is
particularly connected to issues regarding gender and social inequality. While in recent years
an increasing number of apparel companies are adopting feminist messages in their advertising,
the changes made in production practices within the last 30 years have rendered the majority of
the fashion industry arguably unfeminist. As individual consumption has increased, brands have
searched for ways to produce garments as cheaply as possible, creating the term ‘fast fashion’,
meaning an “approach to the design, creation, and marketing of clothing fashions that
emphasises making fashion trends quickly and cheaply available to consumers” (MerriamWebster n.d.). The H&M group belongs to the category of fast fashion (Thomas 2019: 6).

The rise of fast fashion transformed the garment industry, as it moved manufacturing sites to
poor countries, notably in East Asia, where labour laws permit low salaries and violations of
workers’ rights. Clothes are made at a fraction of the price that they used to be, which makes
them accessible to a wider array of consumers, but also creates significant problems in the
supply chain. In 2018, under 2% of all garment workers earned a living wage, meaning that the
majority of workers have to figure out other ways to make ends meet (Thomas 2019: 6). As
most garment workers are women – some are girls and boys – extreme poverty can make them
especially vulnerable to human trafficking (ibid.). While there has been some development in
garment workers’ rights after the 2013 accident at the Rana Plaza garment factory in
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Bangladesh, which evoked global outrage (ibid.: 60-67) it can be argued that fast fashion is
inherently an unfeminist trade because it relies on both socioeconomic and gender inequality.
This inequality can be observed in the H&M group as well: while there is still no evidence that
the company’s manufacturing workers earn a living wage (Clean Clothes Campaign 2019), in
the most recent Forbes’ billionaire list, Stefan Persson, H&M’s previous chairman (retired May
2020) was ranked the world’s 81st richest individual and the richest person in Sweden. His net
worth is $18.4 billion (Forbes 2020).
I decided to focus my thesis on Monki’s Instagram posts for two reasons. First of all, although
Monki uses explicitly feminist discourse on its online platforms, its status as a fast fashion brand
makes its relationship with feminism complicated. Secondly, I was intrigued by the fact that
people I knew who would not purchase clothes from H&M, due to issues related to fast fashion
production, were shopping at Monki – even though they are essentially the same company.
People might not know that Monki belongs to the H&M group, but Monki nevertheless seems
to have succeeded in branding itself as a ‘better option’. This makes it an especially interesting
brand to study from the perspective of discourse – after all, discourse not only reflects reality
but also actively constructs it (Fairclough 1992: 1).

This thesis is a linguistic study of popular feminist discourses in the wider context of social
media advertising. The topic of feminist discourse has been researched previously by experts
in many different fields. Banet-Weiser (2012; 2018; 2020), Gill (2007; 2008; 2015; 2016; 2017;
2020), and Rottenberg (2014; 2018; 2020), for example, have written multiple works from the
perspective of feminist media studies and cultural studies. In the field of linguistics, Lazar has
written about postfeminist advertising (2009; 2014). While there is ample linguistic research
on discourse from a feminist point of view, I could not find any articles that would have
demonstrated linguistic research on popular feminist discourses. However, this was expected,
as the concept of popular feminism is very new.

In my analysis, I adopt an intersectional feminist point of view. This means that I try to analyse
the material through a lens that takes into account the different forms of discrimination that
result from a person’s gender, race, or other social factors. I also try to be aware of the
terminology I use. As the topic of this thesis concerns feminist advertising, which is targeted
primarily to women, I have decided to use the term ‘woman/women’ to refer to people
belonging to Monki’s target group, as well as when discussing the feminine actors who are
7

represented in Monki’s Instagram posts. I realise that ‘woman’ as a term is far from inclusive,
but acknowledging the representations associated with specifically feminine actors is
tantamount to my analysis. I apologise in advance for any potential unintended misuse of terms
and continue to hope that in the future the English language will have more inclusive
terminology for people identifying as feminine.

The thesis is divided into six chapters. In the next chapter, I provide a more thorough
introduction to Monki. I also discuss the theoretical background and earlier research related to
the study of popular feminism and postfeminism in advertising, as well as critical discourse
analysis and multimodal discourse analysis. Chapter 3 introduces the methodology I have used
in my research, as well as the specific material on Monki’s Instagram account that this study
focuses on. Chapter 4 constitutes the analysis of the material and is divided into five subsections
according to the different discourses of femininity and feminism I have identified in the
material. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of the results. In the final chapter, I evaluate the study
and consider potential future research on the topic.
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2. Background
In this chapter, I introduce Monki, the clothing brand this study concerns, along with their
primary marketing platform, Instagram. After this, I provide an overview of the background
and theoretical framework of my study. As my study focuses on feminist discourses, I have
included a brief introduction to feminist arguments and history. This chapter also provides an
introduction to the theories of discourse studies, critical discourse analysis, and multimodality.
2.1 Monki
Over the past decade, the fast fashion brand Monki has become increasingly popular, especially
in Europe and Asia. Monki is known for incorporating bold colours and oversized and
androgynous cuts in its clothing, combining elements of Scandinavian fashion with street style
(Walker 2012). Monki originates in Sweden, where it was founded in 2006. The company was
obtained by the H&M group in 2008, becoming a freestanding brand of the group (Monki n.d.a).
This means that while Monki is part of the H&M group, its brand strategy is not associated with
H&M or other brands in the group. In August 2020, Monki had 124 stores, 19 store markets,
and 29 online markets (H&M Group n.d.). However, although Monki has opened new stores in
recent years and spread to new areas of the world, its store presence is rather small compared
to other clothing retailers. This makes its online store more important, as people can order their
products online even if they do not have a Monki store close to them.

Monki is especially interesting when studying advertising that uses language embroidered with
feminist and feminine empowerment discourse, as the empowerment message is explicitly tied
to the brand as a whole. In the section of their website titled ‘We are Monki’, the brand states
with bold letters: “We aim to be kind to the world and empower the young women in it.” (Monki
n.d.a) A similar text is provided on the H&M group’s website, where Monki is described as “all
about being brave, friendly and fun while empowering young women to stand up for themselves
— and others” (H&M Group n.d.). As feminine empowerment is a prominent theme in Monki’s
positioning as a brand, and young women constitute its target group, an analysis of the brand’s
advertising discourse has the potential to provide an insight into how feminism is marketed to
a young feminine audience.
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In this thesis, I analyse Monki’s feminist posts specifically on the popular photo-sharing
platform Instagram1. While Monki has a strong online presence overall, Instagram is an
especially important advertising platform for the brand. In a 2017 study on clothing brands’
online advertising, Monki representatives said that Instagram was the company’s most
important social media platform, making it vital for the company as it does not advertise outside
social media (Manneh 2017: 53-56). On 17 October 2020, Monki’s official account @monki
had over 761 000 followers. The company usually posts once a day.
2.2 Advertising in the digital age: Instagram
This study is interested in the ways that feminism and femininity are portrayed in advertising
targeted primarily to a young female audience. As advertising has recently moved more to the
online world, the reach of advertising on platforms such as Instagram is significant.

Instagram is a popular online service used for photo and video sharing and social networking.
It was created by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger and initially launched as an iOS app in 2010.
Since then, the service has grown to be one of the most popular social media platforms: in 2019,
an estimated 1 billion people used Instagram every month, with 63% of users – 630 million –
logging in at least once a day (Newberry 2019).

Instagram is simple to use and versatile as a platform, which makes it useful for advertising.
The platform allows the user to post photos and videos with captions, tag other users to the
posts, and make the posts more visible to a larger audience by using hashtags in captions. The
platform is highly visual, and the app provides the option to enhance the aesthetic of photos
with filters and other tools. Instagram is free, regardless of whether setting up a personal or
corporate account, which makes it especially appealing to businesses. The platform allows
companies to reach vast numbers of people with little or no cost (there is an option to use paid
posts for more visibility). According to estimates, 200 million Instagram users visit at least one
business profile daily, and the potential advertising reach for companies is 849.1 million users
(Newberry 2019).

1

Although brands have the option to create separate advertising posts on Instagram, my focus is on the posts that
are published specifically in Monki’s business profile @monki. These posts can also be described as
advertisements, as they are created in order to sell products.
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Instagram is especially relevant to the topic of this thesis, as the rise of the online feminist
movement has been extremely noticeable on the platform. At the end of 2018, Instagram
reported that the year’s top two advocacy hashtags were #metoo (used 1.5 million times) and
#timesup (used 597 000 times), both of which related to the online feminist #MeToo movement
(Instagram 2018). This demonstrates that Instagram as a platform plays a significant role in
bringing public attention to feminist causes.
2.3. Postfeminism and popular feminism

In this section, I provide a summary of the concepts of popular feminism and postfeminism, as
they are essential concepts concerning my analysis of Monki’s advertising discourse. My
interpretation of these concepts relies primarily on the works of two scholars, Gill and BanetWeiser. Gill has written extensively on postfeminism, while Banet-Weiser has studied popular
feminism (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 4). Both are well known in the field of
feminist media studies and cultural studies, and their work overlaps and complements each
other. However, the development of popular feminism also represents a step away from
postfeminism. Because postfeminism was the first of the two concepts to come into
prominence, I begin by describing it and then move on to popular feminism, which is more
relevant to my research.
The term ‘postfeminism’ was coined in the 1990s in the English-speaking world and describes
the paradoxes and contradictions in the representation of women in media culture (BanetWeiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 4). In this study, I use the perspective described by Gill in
her 2007 article “Postfeminist Media Culture – Elements of a Sensibility”, which is a wellknown work of feminist media studies. Gill describes postfeminism as a sensibility where
postfeminist media culture is the object of critical study, rather than an analytic perspective
(Gill 2007: 148). Influenced by constructionist and postmodernist perspectives, Gill’s approach
seeks to unearth the features that are unique about the portrayals of gender in contemporary
media (ibid.).

Postfeminist discourses have many problematic qualities. According to Gill, postfeminist
discourses constitute an “entanglement of both feminist and anti-feminist themes” and are thus
inherently contradictory in nature (ibid.). Gill’s 2007 article pinpoints a variety of different
themes indicative of postfeminist discourses. These include features such as a focus on
11

individualism; choice and empowerment; femininity as a bodily property; a shift from
objectification to subjectification; the emphasis on self-surveillance and discipline; and the
ironic use of normative portrayals of women. While postfeminist discourses celebrate ‘girl
power’ and women’s success, they simultaneously include misogynistic qualities (ibid.; BanetWeiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 4). By emphasising female autonomy and agency, as well
as ‘natural’ differences between genders, these discourses often suggest that equality between
genders has already been achieved, making feminism redundant (Banet-Weiser, Gill and
Rottenberg 2020: 5).

Scholars who study postfeminist media culture argue that advertisers make use of the cultural
power of feminism, while simultaneously containing its radical political critique, in order to
market their products (Gill 2007, Lazar 2014, McRobbie 1997). Using postfeminist discourse,
advertisers could take feminism “into account” (McRobbie 2004), while reducing feminism as
a political movement into an individualistic choice of purchasing material goods. Gill has noted
that the postfeminist focus on women as self-reliant free agents is a particularly good fit for the
psychological subject which neoliberalism demands, as both emphasise the narrative of women
rendering their lives distinct and meaningful through free choice and autonomy (2007: 154).

In the 2010s, more overtly feminist statements became noticeable in global popular culture
(Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 9). Banet-Weiser calls this popular feminism.
According to her, the word ‘popular’ in popular feminism can be understood from three
different perspectives. First of all, feminism today manifests in discourses and practices in
popular and commercial media, which is in contrast with the limitations posed to earlier
feminist discussions, as they were often confined to “academic enclaves or niche groups” (2016:
1). Secondly, the word ‘popular’ refers to the condition of being liked or admired. Thirdly,
popularity can be understood as “a terrain of struggle, a space where competing demands for
power battle it out” (ibid.). In other words, feminism has become more accessible, and its
ideology is more contested than before.

Popular feminism differs markedly from postfeminism in terms of its approach to politics.
Popular feminism, according to Banet-Weiser, is a sensibility that exists alongside
postfeminism, but remains “distinct from postfeminism’s disavowal of feminist politics” and
instead takes up “the mantle of traditional feminist issues, pointing out that girls and women
have experienced crises of gender in the twenty-first century, from low self-esteem to low
12

numbers in leadership positions” (2018: 19-20). A central difference between the two is that
while postfeminism keeps at a distance from political feminism and even questions the need for
it, popular feminism acknowledges the existence of gender inequalities.

Popular feminist advertising discourses, which are the topic of this study, also differ
considerably from postfeminist advertising discourses in terms of how women and femininity
are represented. A central feature of postfeminist advertisements is that while they seem to
embrace feminine confidence, they also actively objectify women with hypersexualized images
(Banet-Weiser 2018: 49). Meanwhile, popular feminist advertising discourses typically feature
information about the unequal opportunities and obstacles that women face. They also often
question harmful stereotypes and include powerful narratives about the lack of confidence that
women and girls experience (ibid.).

However, Banet-Weiser notes that postfeminism and popular feminism, as sensibilities that
exist simultaneously, are actively “engaged in a cultural conversation with each other that builds
and expands” (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 10). A central feature of a postfeminist
sensibility is the focus on personal choice, which is also present in popular feminist discourses.
In popular feminist advertising, feminist politics are often strongly influenced by neoliberal
logics and individualistic thinking (Banet-Weiser 2018: 49). Banet-Weiser suggests that
popular feminism can be understood as existing “along a continuum, where spectacular, mediafriendly expressions such as celebrity feminism and corporate feminism achieve more visibility,
and expressions that critique patriarchal structure and systems of racism and violence are
obscured” (ibid.: 9). This increased visibility of a ‘diffused’ form of feminism and the
simultaneous eclipse of structural critique shapes the ideology of contemporary feminism. Gill
argues that feminism today is often reduced to statements about “supporting women” and
arguments that anything is feminist as long as it includes the option to choose, which renders
popular feminism closer to postfeminist style in terms of the ideological work that it is doing
(Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 13). From this point of view, the only remarkable
difference between the ideologies of popular feminism and postfeminism is that popular
feminism defiantly champions feminism as an identity.
As explained in section 2.1, this study focuses on advertising that claims to be feminist. Monki’s
public iteration of feminism places its advertising discourse in the category of popular feminist
discourses. However, postfeminism as a sensibility remains extremely relevant for the study of
13

Monki’s advertising discourse because popular feminist discourses include postfeminist
characteristics. Furthermore, even as feminism has gained new visibility, the hegemonic
sensitivity is still postfeminism (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 16). In other words,
popular feminist discourses can be understood as deviations of a more normative discourse in
the contemporary media environment, which still has a postfeminist sensibility. The feminist
statements of Monki’s advertising discourse need to be examined in their context: as part of a
media environment that is not feminist.

To conclude, postfeminism and popular feminism are concepts that describe the world of
advertising discourse today, and which help to navigate the conventions and trends of
contemporary feminist discourses. To both of these sensibilities, visibility is vital (BanetWeiser 2018: 21). Because of their focus on visibility, both of them are also inherently linked
to discourse and societal power structures. I discuss the topic of discourse further in the next
section.
2.4 Discourse
Discourses are defined by Kress and van Leeuwen as “knowledges of reality” developed in
specific social contexts, which cater to the interests of social actors in these contexts (2001). In
other words, according to discourse analysts, discourses never exist in isolation. They are also
affected by the times and spaces where they are developed: for example, newspaper discourse
on feminist activism is strikingly different from a casual conversation on the same topic.
Furthermore, discourses do not merely mirror the world, but also influence and change it:
Texts as elements of social events have causal effects – i.e. they bring about
changes. Most immediately, texts can bring about changes in our knowledge (we
can learn things from them), our beliefs, our attitudes, values, and so forth.
(Fairclough 2003: 8)

In other words, discourses are meaningful and have the potential to alter the minds of
individuals as well as make an impact on a societal level. They are structured and arranged to
convey ideologies, and changes in discourse are often connected to large-scale changes in
society. For example, the development of advertising discourse has a straightforward
connection to the development of a capitalist consumer market.
14

There are plenty of different ways to perform discourse analysis. As the topic of my thesis
concerns discourses in advertising, I have decided to pursue an approach that combines critical
discourse analysis with a multimodal approach, which is well suited to the material. The
following sections include an introduction to both critical discourse analysis (CDA) and
multimodality.
2.4.1 Critical discourse analysis
CDA is a research program that includes various approaches, research methods, and theoretical
models (Jancsary et al. 2016: 183). However, the essence of CDA is that it considers language
as a social practice (Fairclough 1989: 20). In other words, it has a strong emphasis on the social
context of language use.

A focus on three interrelated concepts can be identified in all CDA: power, history, and
ideology (Wodak 2001: 3). All of them are seen as inextricable parts of discourses, contributing
to the overall meanings of texts. They also actively support each other. In CDA, ideology in a
discourse is understood as a means of establishing and/or maintaining power structures. Power
structures, in turn, are often institutional and thus connected to history. A particular interest of
CDA is to examine how discourses mediate ideology in various social institutions (ibid.: 9).

Critical discourse analysis is often intended as an instrument to bring about social change.
According to Wodak, the word ‘critical’ needs to be “understood as having distance to the data,
embedding the data in the social, taking a political stance explicitly, and a focus on selfreflection as scholars doing research” (2001: 9). As CDA is often concerned with social
inequality and injustice, critique tends to take a particular political stance on the part of the
researcher. Therefore, researchers need to be aware of and actively contemplate their views and
limitations. The ‘critical’ aspect of my analysis manifests in my interest in examining the
discourses of femininity and feminism in Monki’s Instagram advertising, as well as the
ideological consequences that these discourses communicate. As I have articulated earlier, I am
a feminist, which can be interpreted as a political lens through which I analyse the material.

Fairclough, who is a pioneer of critical discourse analysis, has created a three-dimensional
framework for linguistically oriented discourse analysis, which allows the combination of
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social relevance and textual specificity (1992: 4, 99-100). This approach centres on the critique
of the role of discourse in the process of social change brought about by the implementation of
neoliberal capitalism (Fairclough 2018: 38). This change in society and discourse, according to
Fairclough, has included changes in ideology.
Fairclough’s three-dimensional approach entails that any instance of discourse is
simultaneously “a piece of text, an instance of discursive practice, and an instance of social
practice” (1992: 4). Here, the word ‘text’ refers to any spoken or written product, but Fairclough
notes that the notion of discourse can be extended to other, more visual forms of representation,
such as images or texts which include combinations of words and images, which is typical of
advertising discourse (ibid.). Texts simultaneously represent reality, interact discursively in
societies, and reflect identities (Fairclough 2018: 38). They often include diverse, overlapping,
and sometimes even contradictory meanings, which means that they can usually be interpreted
in multiple ways (Fairclough 1992: 75). Discursive practices focus on processes of text
production, distribution, and consumption (ibid. 71). All of these processes are tied to the
broader context of economic, political, and institutional environments – in other words, social
practices (ibid.). In this model, discourse is understood as being constrained and sculpted by
social structures, while simultaneously also actively constructing them (ibid.: 64).
As noted earlier, the concepts of ideology and power are essential for CDA. In Fairclough’s
model, these concepts relate to discourse specifically through the social practice dimension of
discourse (Fairclough 1992: 86). According to Fairclough, ideologies both signify and construct
reality, and manifest in discourses that either produce, reinforce, or transform power relations
(ibid.: 87). These ideologies become most forceful when they are naturalised and become
accepted as ‘common sense’ (ibid.). When interpreting the socio-cultural environment as a
battleground of different discourses and ideologies, securing acceptance for particular
ideologies can be understood as achieving hegemony (ibid. 190).
Fairclough uses the word ‘hegemony’ in a Gramscian sense, meaning “leadership as well as
domination across the economic, political, cultural and ideological domains of a society” (2010:
61). Thus, hegemony as a process can be located at the societal level. According to Fairclough,
including the concept of hegemony can provide two important tools for critical discourse
analysis (1992: 95). First of all, the concept of hegemony provides a way of analysing the social
context of a particular discourse in terms of power relations, and whether the discourse
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reproduces or challenges existing hegemonic structures. Secondly, the discourse practice itself
can be understood as a form of hegemonic struggle, where some discourses have power over
others.
In this thesis, I pursue Fairclough’s model of linguistically oriented discourse analysis. The
analysis of the text, which in this case consists of both words and images, is included in the
fourth chapter. Earlier in the current chapter, I have addressed the social context of popular
feminism and postfeminism and their relation to neoliberalism, which constitutes the social
practice aspect of my analysis. In section 3.1, which discusses the material of my study, I
provide a summary of the discursive practices related to feminist advertising – in other words,
how the processes of text production and reception work in the context of feminist advertising.

The concepts of ideology and hegemony, the importance of which Fairclough emphasises, are
deeply connected to the topic of my study. In the contemporary cultural and media environment,
patriarchy, capitalism, and neoliberalism can be understood as hegemonic structures, which
affect the way that institutions and individuals communicate (Banet-Weiser, Gill and
Rottenberg 2020). Advertising in itself is a practice that is connected to capitalist ideologies, as
its primary purpose is to sell products. As Banet-Weiser remarks, corporate feminist
expressions often garner more visibility in the contemporary cultural environment (ibid.: 9).
This places significant ideological power in the hands of brands in defining what femininity
and feminism mean. Feminism itself can also be understood as a terrain of struggle over
hegemony. While feminism is, by nature, a critique of patriarchal hegemony, a postfeminist
sensibility can also be interpreted as hegemonic in contemporary culture (ibid.: 16). When
discussing the discourses of femininity and feminism in Monki’s advertising, I pay attention to
whether these discourses support or question underlying hegemonic structures.

It is worth noting that critical discourse analysis is not considered a method in itself, although
it has some methodological qualities. I have therefore decided to use the terminology of
systemic functional linguistics (SFL) in my analysis. Fairclough considers SFL well suited for
CDA as an analytical method, as it views language as multifunctional, and “sees texts as
simultaneously representing reality, enacting social relations, and establishing identities”
(1992: 9). It has been drawn heavily upon by researchers practicing CDA, because of its focus
on the meaning-making potential of language in specific sociocultural contexts (Bloor and
Bloor 2018: 206). A central idea in SFL is that the evolution of language has followed human
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needs, and each written or spoken text, and the linguistic choices that people make in them,
shape language (Halliday 1994: xiii). Therefore, the way language is used is of primary interest.

As Instagram is a visual platform, and my material comprises both words and images, it is
important to take into consideration the various modes of communication that brands such as
Monki use in their advertising. Therefore, I incorporate multimodal strategies in my analysis of
the material. I discuss the topic of multimodality briefly in the following subsection.
2.4.2 Multimodality
The concept of multimodality was introduced in the 1990s to describe the different semiotic
resources and materials that were increasingly being used in communication (Adami 2016;
Kress and van Leeuwen 2001). The term is used for two purposes: to describe the various
mechanisms through which humans communicate with each other, and to refer to a theoretical
framework applicable to all combinations of semiotic resources, or modes. Semiotic modes
used in different texts and other communication include, for example, still and moving image,
writing, gestures, speech and other auditive elements, and colours (Adami 2016; Kress and van
Leeuwen 2001). The field of research in multimodality focuses on how different representations
and forms of communication produce meanings. Each mode has certain specificities and
common traits, which contribute to the meaning of a text (Kress and van Leeuwen 2001: 4).

The theory of multimodal critical discourse analysis is built on the argument that discourse is
not merely verbal but combines a variety of different modes that contribute to the overall
meaning of the discourse (Jancsary et al. 2016: 183). Modes, in other words, do not exist in
isolation, but support and engage with one other. In a similar way to critical discourse analysis,
multimodal critical discourse analysis aims to uncover underlying ideologies, social values, and
power interests in multimodal discourses (Adami 2016: 25). It also examines possible
manipulative uses of modal resources (ibid.).
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3. Materials and methods
3.1 Material
The material of this study consists of posts gathered from Monki’s Instagram account page. The
posts were selected based on content while paying special attention to language promoting
feminine empowerment. As Instagram is Monki’s main advertising platform (Manneh 2017), it
provides the most relevant material to analyse the way Monki constructs its advertising
discourse, following the company’s manifest ideology of “empowering young women to stand
up for themselves and others” (H&M Group n.d.).

One of the most significant challenges in analysing material from social media is collecting and
selecting data, as there are often vast amounts of available material on social media platforms
(Khosravinik and Unger 2016: 214). The issue is noticeable on Monki’s Instagram page: on 17
October 2020, there were 4185 posts, and the company posts new pictures almost daily. I
decided to narrow my focus to the posts published in 2018 and 2019, as I thought that a recent
picture of Monki’s advertising would be the most beneficial for this study. Overall, Monki
published 1227 posts over 2018 and 2019, from which I gathered a sample of 50 photos for
analysis. In the selection, I focused on captions which indicated a message that could be
interpreted as feminist or emphasising feminine empowerment. Although I tried to gather a
sample that demonstrated Monki’s empowerment advertising throughout the two years, the
posts chosen for analysis naturally only represent a small fraction of the posts published over
the selected timeline. However, this study aims to discuss the characteristics of Monki’s
feminist discourse, not its advertising as a whole. To analyse the portrayal of feminism and
femininity specifically in this type of discourse, I focused on selecting posts from different
months but did not determine a specific amount of posts per month. I have demonstrated the
timeline of selected posts in Table 1 below.

Month Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

Oct

Nov Dec

Total

Year
2018

2

0

3

0

2

0

3

2

2

4

1

4

23

2019

2

3

3

1

6

2

1

2

4

1

1

1

27
50

Table 1. Timeline of Monki’s posts selected for analysis.
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As Table 1 shows, the number of posts I have selected from each month are varied. The changes
in the number of posts per month are mainly a result of specific women’s rights themed
campaigns that Monki has promoted over the selected timeline. For example, on International
Women’s Day in March 2018 and 2019, Monki published several women’s rights related posts
in collaboration with Plan. I discuss my method more in depth in the following section, but it
is worth mentioning here that the data is organised based on emergent patterns of meaning
found in the captions and other text consisting of words, as well as visual images. The captions
of the posts are in their original form, which includes some grammatical errors.
As discussed earlier, Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework includes paying attention to
the discursive practices related to the material, namely text production, distribution, and
reception. First of all, it is important to note the nature of the material in question, as well as
the purposes behind it. The aim of Instagram posts on brand pages is to promote products and
to encourage the people who see these posts to buy them. In this study, I am interested in the
characteristics of the feminist discourses that Monki uses to sell products.

Monki does not provide information on who curates the Instagram posts, or on other processes
related to their social media management and advertising. However, as Monki is a freestanding
brand in the H&M group – in other words, its brand image is separate from other brands in the
group – Monki likely has a specific marketing team that designs its social media strategy. The
audience of the text can be identified more easily, as it consists primarily of people who follow
Monki’s Instagram account (although Monki’s photos can appear as sponsored posts also for
people who do not follow the brand). It can be assumed that the audience is predominantly
composed of young women who are in the economic position to buy Monki’s products. This is
significant when analysing the discourses found in the material because as a target group,
middle-class girls and young women are often affected by popular feminist issues such as
confidence, self-esteem, and competence (Banet-Weiser 2018: 27-28). Brands need to take the
interests of their audience into account when looking to create advertisements that capture
people’s attention. The characteristics of the target group therefore have a significant influence
on the content that brands create.

A crucial step in analysing material gathered from social media platforms is to decide on an
ethical framework that respects the rights of the individuals who use these platforms
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(Khosravinik and Unger 2016: 215). It is important to consider whether the people who
contribute to these platforms understand how public their data should be (ibid.), especially as
many of the users of platforms such as Instagram are under the age of 18. Therefore, when
beginning my study, I decided to limit my research to the material that Monki’s official
Instagram account @monki has posted. In other words, in this study, I have completely omitted
the contributions of individual Instagram users, notably the comments on the posts I have
chosen for analysis. To avoid any problems with research ethics, I have also blurred out all
account names (except the ones featured in Monki’s captions) in the screenshots I include in
the text. However, the usernames of individuals who have commented on Monki’s posts remain
visible on Instagram. Therefore, they can be seen in the original posts that can be accessed
through the links in the Appendix.

As uploading material on Instagram does not automatically dissolve copyright, I familiarised
myself with the Finnish Copyright Act. According to Section 25 (446/1995) of the Copyright
Act, which addresses the “use of works of arts that have been made public or transferred”
(607/2015), “works of art made public may be reproduced in pictorial form in material
connection with the text (--) in a critical or scientific presentation” (Copyright Act 404/1961:
13). Therefore, even though Monki has not given away its rights to the photos and videos it has
shared, the photos may be included in this study for scientific purposes. The screenshots I have
taken of the images that Monki has uploaded to a public social media platform are an important
part of the analysis of the material and thus are included in the text.
3.2 Method of analysis

In this section, I present the analytical procedure I use in this study. The method of my analysis
is qualitative: I aim to both recognise and analyse the different patterns of meaning which are
conveyed by the feminist discourses present in the material. I intend to answer the following
research questions: 1. What kind of discourses of feminism and femininity emerge from the
material? 2. What are the linguistic and multimodal strategies with which these discourses are
constructed?

The path of critical discourse analysis is winding, and the incorporation of multimodal material
makes the process even more complex. Qualitative analysis aims to extend the knowledge of
the qualities of a certain phenomenon (Pietikäinen and Mäntynen 2009: 139-141), which
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requires a thorough understanding of the material. Therefore, at the start of this study, I began
by familiarising myself with Monki’s online and social media presence. I followed Monki’s
Instagram account @monki in January 2018 and made observations on the company’s posts
until March 2020. I also read the blog posts on the company’s website and subscribed to its
‘insider’ e-mail list. Eventually, I decided to focus on the Instagram content posted between 1
January 2018, and 31 December 2019. After selecting 50 posts for my analysis, I analysed the
material more thoroughly. I identified some questions that helped me recognise the common
features and differences in the posts, as well as the central themes and motifs. These questions
included: How are different actors represented in the captions? Who is addressed in the caption?
What are the feminist issues which are being discussed in the posts? These questions helped to
understand the way the specific portrayals of femininity and feminism were constructed.

To follow a method that takes the multimodality of the material into account while also reaching
an adequate level of linguistic analysis, I have combined aspects of Halliday’s systemic
functional grammar (1985) with methods of multimodal semiotic analysis. In the analysis, I
follow a similar method to Herneaho (2016) and Lazar (2014), both of whom first identify
central themes in their material and continue to establish categories that describe the different
themes that are featured. Especially Herneaho’s work has been a significant influence for this
study, as she has provided a model for combining Fairclough’s three-dimensional CDA
framework with systemic functional linguistics in the analysis of political discourses. However,
her material is very different from mine, as she analyses the immigration discourses found in
the election pamphlets of Finnish political parties. I combine features of Herneaho’s method of
analysis with Lazar’s, which incorporates a feminist critical discourse perspective and a
multimodal semiotic analysis of jewellery advertisements.
Halliday’s systemic functional grammar gives special attention to the grammar and vocabulary
of texts, while also having a strong focus on the meanings that language conveys. According to
Halliday, meaning is constructed by three components of the semantic system known as
metafunctions: ideational (clause as representation), interpersonal (clause as exchange), and
textual (clause as message) (1994: xiii). These metafunctions overlap with each other and can
be found throughout the grammar of a language (ibid.:179).
As I study the representations of feminism and femininity in Monki’s Instagram posts, I am
especially interested in the ideational metafunction. The ideational metafunction is realised in
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the transitivity system, which combines linguistic elements that represent patterns of experience
(Halliday 1994: 106). In the transitivity system, reality as we experience it is seen as being
constructed by different types of processes. Material processes describe the world of outer
experience: in simple terms, what happens, and what people or other actors do. The world of
‘inner’ experience – consciousness, emotions, and imagination – is represented by mental
processes. Relational processes classify and identify different pieces of experience to others
and allow us to generalise. In the English language, material, mental, and relational are the main
types of processes in the transitivity system. However, there are other process types, which are
located at their boundaries: behavioural (“outer manifestations of inner workings”), verbal
(processes of saying and meaning), and existential (phenomena which simply ‘are’) (ibid.: 106109). Each process is made up of three semantic categories: the process itself, the participants,
and the circumstances. However, the specific functions of these components depend on the
process type in question (ibid. 109). In my analysis, I pay attention to the different process
types, participants, and circumstances, which contribute to the overall meaning of the text.

Similarly to Herneaho (2016: 31), I use the framework of systemic functional analysis, while
omitting the ‘systemic’ analysis of the material. In other words, this thesis does not graph or
carefully consider the potential linguistic alternatives that could be used but instead pays
attention to the functional aspect of language and multimodal material. However, in some
instances, I have provided word alternatives to support my analysis. The central focus is on the
way language is used, and how this impacts the different meanings conveyed by it.

Although the captions and other linguistic elements in the material often contain the most
apparent feminist content of the posts, the images play a significant part in communicating
messages. I therefore also consider the multimodal elements of the posts. With regard to text
composed of words, this includes fonts, layout, colours, and emojis. As all of the posts included
in the material display photographs of women, the multimodal elements also include the gaze,
posture, and dress of the women who are depicted – similarly to Lazar’s research (2014).
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4. Analysis
In my analysis of the material, I have identified five different discourses of feminism and
femininity. I have named these discourses commodity discourse, body discourse, choice
discourse, self-love discourse, and feminist identity discourse. These different discourse
categories intersect at times but remain distinct from one another, as they show femininity and
feminism from different perspectives and attribute different meanings to them.

This chapter is divided into five sections, each of which is dedicated to one of the discourse
categories. Each section includes examples of posts that demonstrate the characteristics of the
discourse category. Table 2 shows the distribution of the 50 posts between the five categories.
As there is overlap between the categories, some posts might include two or even three different
discourses. Therefore, the total number of posts in Table 2 does not correspond to the number
of posts selected for analysis.

Commodity

Body discourse

discourse

Choice

Self-love

Feminist

discourse

discourse

identity
discourse

Number of

22

10

18

15

22

posts

Table 2. The number of posts in each discourse category.

As the material has been selected by qualitative methods and represents only a small fraction
of Monki’s Instagram posts published in 2018 and 2019, Table 2 does not provide an insight
into the appearance of discourses of feminism and femininity in the company’s Instagram posts
overall. Therefore, I do not concentrate on the analysis of the differences in the amounts of
times each discourse is used in the material. However, certain arguments can be made. It is
worth noting that all the discourses manifest in at least a fifth of the posts, making their presence
relevant to analyse. On the other hand, none of them appear in more than half of the posts,
indicating that there are differences between the posts chosen for analysis. I also suggest that
the strong presence of commodity discourse and feminist identity discourse is not a coincidence,
but indicates that these discourses are particularly important for feminist advertising. I discuss
the significance of these discourses in their respective sections in the current chapter.
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4.1 Commodity discourse
Commodity discourse portrays femininity and feminism as intimately aligned with products. In
this type of discourse, commodities are displayed as symbols that support women and feminine
empowerment. The role of women as consumers is emphasised in this category of discourse,
but the relationship between them and products is simultaneously presented as meaningful. In
the material, Monki often uses commodity discourse as a way to promote specific products.
Images tend to show women wearing or being otherwise positioned in proximity to products,
which establishes a relationship between them. The significance of this relationship is
highlighted in captions.

I have identified three different types of commodity discourse in the material. These varieties
differ from each other, but all of them share the underlying theme of femininity and feminist
ideas being associated with products.
4.1.1 Commodity as a means of expression
The first type of commodity discourse involves women gaining expression through products.
In other words, the commodity becomes a mode of communication – something that carries a
message about the person wearing it. This message is often something that promotes a positive
quality, such as a message of empowerment:

Example 1. Caption: Looking 4 an outfit that says ‘I get things done’? Suggestion: A chic mix of camo
& earthy tones. Defs screams weeeeeerk it. (Appendix: link 25)2

2

The links in the Appendix are presented in chronological order. For easy access, I provide the numbers of the
links that each of the examples in the analysis corresponds to.
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Example 1 contains a material process where an outfit becomes a participant (Halliday 1994:
109-112). The exchange of meaning here is symbolic: the outfit tells other people that the person
who wears it gets things done. By making the nominal group outfit an Actor in the process, the
clause promotes an image where the product both boosts the professional self-confidence of the
woman wearing it and makes other people more inclined to assume that she is a good worker.
The image in example 1 supports this message. It shows a conventionally attractive white
woman – wearing an earth green coat and a textured shirt – in three different standing positions
that indicate confidence. As the post’s purpose is to sell clothes that are featured in the photo,
the main message can be interpreted as ‘buy these clothes, and you will look and feel confident
and professional’. This message is significant for the representation of femininity and feminism,
as it connects the clothes that women wear to their professionalism. Women have historically
experienced and still experience gender-based discrimination at work and looking professional
is often more important for women than for men. In the post, an outfit is presented as something
that will ‘empower’ women to gain confidence and therefore expression in their professional
lives.
4.1.2 Commodity associated with feminine attractiveness
The second variation of commodity discourse similarly associates a desired feminine quality
with a product – in this case, physical attractiveness. This type of commodity discourse differs
from the former in the sense that the product does not communicate a message by itself but is
instead associated with the physical attractiveness of the woman wearing it:

Example 2. Caption: #monkistyle alert

@zhiazilla looking red hot in our swimsuit

Tap the link

in bio 2 shop. (Appendix: link 7)
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The attributive relational clause in example 2 is a statement that the customer of Monki whose
photo is shared is sexually attractive. This attractiveness is associated with the swimsuit she is
wearing – red hot being a reference to both her appearance and the colour of the swimsuit. The
implied message is that the quality of being red hot extends to the swimsuit, and thus it will
make you, too, look sexy. This message is underlined by the instruction to follow the link and
buy the same product.
4.1.3 Commodity as a symbol of activism
In the third type of commodity discourse, the product becomes a symbol of feminist activism.
This is shown clearly in example 3, where the caption includes two intensive relational process
clauses:

Example 3. Caption: ‘Cause love is love is love is denim <3

@danielauberpop + @janaandren

(Appendix: link 26)

When interpreting the meaning of the clause in example 3, both the social context and the photo
are extremely important. The photo has been posted on Valentine’s Day, and love is love is a
phrase connected with the LGBTQ+ movement and bears the message that homosexual love is
as valuable as heterosexual love. This message is underlined in the post through repetition,
where the phrase is love comes one extra time. The message connects to the photo, which shows
a lesbian couple, dressed in denim clothes, in each other’s arms. When studied simply as an
identifying intensive relational process, the meaning of the clause love is love is unclear – the
true meaning comes from the context.

The second relational process clause love is denim also has an identifying mode, meaning that
love has the identity of denim assigned to it. The meaning of the clause is ambiguous – after all,
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romantic love and denim do not logically have much in common with one another. The meaning
comes from the association of the two clauses, love is love and love is denim. The identical
structure of the clauses, in addition to the repetition mentioned earlier, highlight how the word
denim can be substituted with love. Denim, therefore, becomes a symbol of lesbian love both
in the caption and in the photo, where the couple is wearing denim clothes.

To conclude, commodity discourse underlines the consumerist mindset of the material, and
emphasises women’s empowerment as economic subjects. The strong presence of commodity
discourse in the material was expected, as the aim of Monki’s Instagram account is to promote
products. It shows that associating products with feminist messages and feminine
empowerment is a significant feature of Monki’s representation of feminism.
4.2 Body discourse

In body discourse, feminine bodies are portrayed as sources of empowerment and causes for
appreciation and celebration. They are a terrain that is both private and public at the same time:
women have the right to bodily autonomy, but their beauty is also something that can be
appreciated and commented upon by others. Body discourse also encompasses period
empowerment, which is a topic that Monki addresses on multiple occasions in the material. I
have identified three different perspectives of body discourse, all of which approach the topic
of bodies as a source of empowerment from slightly different angles.
4.2.1 Body as a source of confidence
In the first type of body discourse, feminine self-confidence is presented as having deep
connections to the body. Feminine bodies are discussed as inherently beautiful and worthy of
appreciation:
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Example 4. Caption: Confidence starts with the first layer (that’s you). We’ve updated your classics
with neutral shades, soft textures and sheer details - so that your skin can paint its own story: 'cause ur
art, babe. #nofilter (Appendix: link 27)

In example 4, the material process clause confidence starts with the first layer (that’s you)
presents gaining confidence as a process of ‘doing’, where confidence becomes the grammatical
Actor and the person who is addressed (that’s you) is the Goal (Halliday 1994: 110).
Significantly, confidence is the one “who does the deed” (ibid.: 109), while the person
addressed is only someone whom the action is directed at, as this shows gaining confidence as
something that does not require active effort. The first layer, the feminine body, simply exists
as a source of confidence. It is the fertile soil from which confidence can grow and bloom. The
material process clauses your skin can paint its own story and the intensive identifying relational
clause ur [= you are] art reinforce this message. In these two clauses, the feminine body is
likened to a piece of art, indicating that it has inherent aesthetic value.

The message that all bodies are beautiful is underlined by the photo, which shows four models
who have different body types and skin tones, all wearing lace underwear in shades that match
the colour of their skin. The post connects to a wider societal context where ‘plus-sized’ women
struggle to find clothes that fit them, and people of colour often do not have the option to
purchase underwear that matches their skin tones. Monki does not explicitly discuss size
inclusivity or racial problems related to undergarment colours, but instead simply represents
itself as a brand that appreciates and supports the natural beauty of the feminine body: your skin
can paint its own story.

Another example shows that in body discourse, the celebration of feminine bodies and their
beauty extends to bodies that are not usually portrayed in fashion advertising:
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Example 5. Caption: S/O to @elisabethva and her project Shades of Pale. It celebrates everyone's
uniqueness, embraces the vitiligo body and its aesthetic. ‘Interpreting the vitiligo body as a beautiful
painted canvas.’ (Appendix: link 47)

The image in example 5 is a portrait of a woman who has vitiligo, a skin condition where
patches of skin lose their pigment. The image indicates confidence: the woman is portrayed in
her underwear, looking straight into the camera. The shot has been taken from below, which
shows her as powerful. The post embraces the vitiligo body and its aesthetic, presenting the
condition as something beautiful. The material process clause it celebrates everyone’s
uniqueness broadens the message of empowerment to apply to everyone and simultaneously
introduces the idea that people’s beauty is founded in their uniqueness. This connects the
discourse of body as a source of confidence to an underlying theme of individualism.
4.2.2 Body: private and political
The second type of body discourse emphasises women’s rights to their own bodies. The
feminine body becomes simultaneously private and political – it is both ‘nobody’s business’
and a vessel for feminist political statements. This twofold message is palpable in example 6
below:

Example 6. Caption and text in the video: Your body is yours, and you have the right to own it. Tap
the link in bio 2 shop Monki x RFSU. (Appendix: link 6)

Example 6 includes a video where a young woman is sitting at a subway station and reading a
newspaper. She is wearing a dress and sitting with her legs spread out so that the crotch of her
tights is visible. Her position, as well as the camera angle which shows her from below, indicate
power and confidence. However, the position is also controversial, as women are often expected
to cross their legs when wearing a dress and sit ‘nicely’ regardless of what they are wearing.
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The crotch of tights being visible is especially rebellious. The woman in the video is portrayed
as uninterested in what happens around her: she does not raise her gaze from the newspaper and
is simply ‘minding her own business’.

The caption includes two possessive relational clauses that emphasise the message of
ownership: women are the owners of their bodies and they have the right to decide for
themselves. Although the video shows a woman merely deciding to sit in a position that
contradicts societal standards, the text connects the post with the wider context of body rights
issues. Your body is yours emphasises women’s right to bodily autonomy, which is questioned
especially in the context of abortion rights debates and sexual violence cases. The same text
appears in the video, which highlights the importance of the message.
4.2.3 Period empowerment
The final type of body discourse connects menstruation with empowerment. The underlying
dominant ideology, which political feminism has sought to bring attention to and question for
decades, is that periods are something to be ashamed of and hidden. In contrast, Monki appears
to normalise periods in its advertising:

Example 7. Caption: New year, same cycle ‼️
Periods can be messy, painful and they're totally
personal. 'Cause there's no wrong way to menstruate, we also believe that keeping the conversation up
around it is V important. Share ur Cup experience below - help a menstruating human out!
(Appendix: link 22)

In example 7, Monki declares that they believe that public discussion on periods is V important,
implying that it wants to break the taboo surrounding periods. The existential clause there’s no
wrong way to menstruate challenges the image of periods as a cause of shame, introducing them
instead as something normal. According to Monki, this normalisation happens through repeated
discussions and sharing information: help a menstruating human out! It is worth noting that
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Monki uses inclusive language in the post: although they often use the term woman in the
material, here they use the term menstruating human to account for people who have periods
but do not identify as women. This is significant because it deviates from the dominant portrayal
of people who menstruate as exclusively women.

However, there are some qualities in the post which contradict the message of period
normalisation. Although the caption includes a relational process where periods are attributed
the qualities of being messy, painful, and totally personal, the photo of a sparkling clean pink
menstrual cup is in contrast with the message that it is acceptable for periods to be messy. Here
the visibility of Instagram poses a problem: the platform has a history of deleting pictures that
depict period blood (Sanghani 2015).

In conclusion, body discourse creates a strong connection between feminine bodies and
empowerment. In body discourse, femininity is associated with strength and bodily autonomy.
The discourse surrounding feminine bodies is encouraging and focuses on body confidence and
acceptance. It questions the postfeminist image of women’s bodies as sexual objects by
underlining their inherent worth.

It is significant that body discourse also has qualities associated with political feminism. The
most notable political topics in the material are body rights and period empowerment. However,
especially concerning body rights, it is significant that the most radical forms of discrimination
are not explicitly discussed. It seems that the most divisive issues, such as abortion rights, are
too politically sensitive for Monki to take a definitive stand on. Similarly, although Monki
expresses that the discussion on periods should be normalised, it simultaneously produces
images of menstruation that are in contrast with normalisation. Body discourse is thus only
selectively political, as it focuses on minor feminist issues that are not too divisive.
4.3 Choice discourse

In choice discourse, feminine empowerment and feminist goals culminate in the option to
choose. Women are often portrayed as powerful and having endless possibilities if they only
have confidence in themselves and are brave enough to embrace who they are. I have identified
two different types of choice discourse in the material, both of which centre on the topic of
feminine empowerment through choice.
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4.3.1 Choose your identity
The first type of choice discourse embraces the role of women as autonomous subjects who can
decide what they want to be. In examples 8 and 9, women are encouraged to ‘choose’ who they
are:

Example 8. Caption: Our online platforms (and irl stores) are a place where we want u to feel your best
self. Let's remind ourselves to work together to create a safe space. Leave bad vibes in the bin and come
hang
Text in image: Remember to remember: Monki is a safe space, where u can dress however you want &
be whoever you want (no matter what). We believe in inspiring each other to be our best selves by
creating a space online YOU love. We have NO room for mean and offensive comments. Leave bad
vibes in the bin and come hang. Monki (Appendix: link 33)

Example 9. Caption: “At the end of the day, I’m the one deciding my own identity…” @emmamillerolsson

Tap link in bio to watch our film about identity. #monkithinks

Narration in video: “Sometimes other people are trying to decide your identity for you, and at times I
just ignore it because, at the end of the day, I’m the one who’s living with myself and, really, deciding
my own identity.” (Appendix: link 45)
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Example 8 is a message that is addressed to Monki’s Instagram followers, and which includes
information about the nature of Monki as a ‘space’. The material process u can dress however
you want includes you as an actor, emphasising the power of the followers to decide for
themselves. The clause conveys the message that women have the option to choose how they
dress. It questions the societal norm that women should dress ‘appropriately’ or to please men,
and instead suggests that the only people that women should aim to impress are themselves.
The following relational clause [you can] be whoever you want extends the message of choice:
the followers have the power to decide what kind of person they want to be. The combination
of these clauses emphasises the relationship between women’s identities and the clothes they
wear. Yet, these messages of empowerment are tied to a certain context: Monki’s online
platforms and stores. This changes the meaning of the post, as it seems to acknowledge that
people are yet not able to dress how they want and be what they want to be without being
ridiculed. The instructive material clause leave bad vibes in the bin encourages followers to
keep their comments positive, presenting a judgmental attitude as a choice that can be
abandoned.
The message of example 9 is much more simplistic. The relational clause I’m the one deciding
my own identity identifies the I as someone who has the power to choose who she is – regardless
of circumstance. The post shows that although women can choose their identity for themselves,
there are also external forces that can try to limit them: sometimes other people are trying to
decide your identity for you. Yet the solution to the problem remains simple, to just ignore it.
‘Deciding’ an identity is therefore portrayed as a feminist act, where overcoming the obstacles
becomes a question of individual capacity. However, the portrayal of identity as a choice is
extremely problematic. For example, LGBTQ+ organisations have fought for years against the
idea that people can choose who they are.
4.3.2 Choose to be confident
In the second type of choice discourse, women are encouraged to be confident and make their
lives better through choosing for themselves. This type of choice discourse establishes a more
explicit relationship between choice and self-confidence, as it acknowledges more clearly that
women suffer from a lack of confidence:
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Example 10. Caption: Studies have shown that the way you talk to and about yourself can impact your
mood (ands obvs life). That's why manifesting positive thoughts and statements can help make sure
you're living ur best life (and loving yourself wholeheartedly along the way). It's stepping up and asking
the universe for exactly what u want and deserve. Tap link in bio for more tips from the @mhesmebxl
experts <3
Text in images: Image 1: Manifest it Image 2: HOW TO MANIFEST – 1. Choose some powerful
statements (aka affirmations) that encourage you to really believe in yourself. Some examples are: “I
am worthy of love”, “I am enough”, “I deserve to feel what I’m feeling right now”. 2. Write them down
and put them somewhere you’ll see them every day – your mirror is super good or next to your bed. 3.
Read them out loud to yourself three times to start your day. (Appendix: link 37)

In example 10, living ur best life is presented as a result of manifesting positive thoughts and
statements. The central message is that feminine self-confidence can be built through small,
concrete actions. The passive material clause it’s stepping up and the passive verbal clause
asking the universe for exactly what u want and deserve present symbolic actions in a concrete
manner, which emphasizes the themes of individual choice and ‘empowering oneself’.
Although the post acknowledges the lack of self-confidence that women experience, it implies
that women have the power to choose to become more confident and demand what they deserve.
The focus is on the individual ability to step up, and personal adjustment of attitude. External
forces, such as structural sexism, which often contribute to women feeling insecure are not
discussed.
Overall, choice discourse shows women as simultaneously lacking in self-confidence and as
capable of choosing what they want to be. Women are portrayed as powerful in being able to
choose what they wear, and what kind of people they are. They are encouraged to work on
themselves, be confident, and take action. Some external limitations are acknowledged, but
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overcoming these obstacles remains on women’s individual capabilities to be confident and to
‘not listen’ to oppressive voices.
4.4 Self-love discourse

Self-love discourse shows loving yourself as an act of feminism. It has strong links to
confidence and therefore bears resemblance to choice discourse. The central difference is that,
instead of confidence, self-love discourse encourages to aim for self-esteem: a state of inner
happiness and good mental health. As Banet-Weiser notes, self-esteem is often understood as
an internal struggle with oneself, while confidence centres around mastery (2018: 94). I have
identified two different discourses of self-love in the material, the first of which has a more
established connection to identity, while the second emphasises the relationship with oneself.
4.4.1 Being beautiful and ‘enough’
In the first type of self-love discourse, self-love is described as an inner appreciation of oneself:

Example 11. Caption:

What does self love mean to you?

Self love means knowing that I am more

than enough, that I am beautiful and strong by my own standards. That I am proud of me every day. It
means not listening to what limits and labels have been forced upon me. - @zuleika.lavende xx #nofilter
Shot by @eolhcsheppard <3 (Appendix: link 28)

In example 11, the image shows a woman in lace underwear, looking into the camera. She is
leaning against a wall in a relaxed pose. Her gaze and posture indicate confidence, and the fact
that she is wearing only underwear connects the topic of self-love, which is discussed in the
caption, with body confidence.
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In the caption, self-love is presented as having different meanings to everyone: the caption
begins with the question: What does self love mean to you? The rest of the caption is a quote
from the woman posing in the photo. Through identifying relational process clauses, she
equates self-love with knowing I am more than enough, being beautiful and strong by my own
standards, being proud of me every day, and not listening to what limits and labels have been
forced upon me. All of these meanings to self-love are assigned by the woman herself,
underlining the nature of self-love as an internal process. It is significant that none of the verbs
in the clause complex (knowing, being proud, not listening) describe material processes, as this
distances self-love from concrete action. This paints a vague, abstract picture of self-love. The
only instance when external forces come into play is when she refuses to listen to limits and
labels. The post, therefore, embraces the power of women in defining themselves as valuable,
regardless of what other people say. As in choice discourse (which this post represents as well),
showing self-love despite what the environment tells women to feel about themselves is
presented as an act of feminism.
4.4.2 Being a friend to yourself
In Monki’s Instagram posts, self-love is often presented as a relationship with its ups and
downs. Women are encouraged to spend time in their own company:

Example 12. Caption:

Summer of self-love x @madewin

Summer 2019 goals: MORE self-

love! We teamed up with @madewin (a self-love advocate) to create a film to help set the mood 4
your summer. We're talking more ME time, more taking urself out on cute dates & more living your
best life on your own accord. (Appendix: link 38)
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Example 12 is a part of Monki’s campaign ‘Summer of Self-love’, which highlighted the topic
of self-love over summer 2019. In the photo, a woman is shown lying on her side, reading a
book that has the title ‘Summer of Self-love’ on its cover. The scene is peaceful: the woman is
lying under a tree, close to a body of water, reading her book alone. The photo seems to be a
visual representation of what the verbal process clauses in the caption discuss: We’re talking
more ME time, more taking urself out on cute dates & more living your best life on your own
accord. The verbal process clauses highlight the action of saying something, which underlines
Monki’s role as an advocate of self-love. A central theme in the caption is a focus on the self
instead of spending time with others: self-love is portrayed as taking more time to be alone and
deciding the way to live your best life. The caption conveys the message that women do not
need romantic relationships to feel valuable, as they can take themselves out on cute dates. The
post highlights feminine independence and women’s power to love and take care of themselves.

In self-love discourse, emotions take the centre stage. While expressing emotions is often
associated with femininity and considered a sign of weakness, Monki seems to present them as
a source of strength:

Example 13. Caption: How are u feeling today? If you’re feeling your best self, embrace it – sometimes
when you’re in a rut of feeling all the bad stuff, you can start neglecting the good stuff. There shouldn’t
be any guilt in feeling good – own those feels, because you deserve it. #monkithinks #embraceyourfeels
Video narration: Right now, I feel like my best self. The happiest version of me. And you know what
– I’m going to own it while it lasts. (Appendix: link 35)

Example 13 discusses feelings from a point of view that encourages women to recognise and
appreciate their feelings. This can be viewed as an act of self-care and love. The instructive
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mental process clause if you’re feeling your best self, embrace it conveys the message that good
feelings should be welcomed and enjoyed while they last. The post, therefore, portrays a
struggle with self-love – feeling your best self is always temporary.

Interestingly, the post does not seem to address negative feelings at all, but the central concern
is the guilt in feeling good. The only time when negative feelings are mentioned is when they
are portrayed as affecting positive feelings: when you’re in a rut of feeling all the bad stuff, you
can start neglecting the good stuff. The use of the phrases all the bad stuff and good stuff in
these clauses is interesting – they are overly simplistic, even naive. They seem to minimise the
seriousness of not feeling good, contributing to the positive tone of the post. The possessive
identifying relational clause you deserve it communicates that women are entitled to feel happy.
You deserve it is a message of empowerment, which seems to imply that there are forces –
internal or external – which argue that one should feel guilty about feeling good.

Overall, self-love discourse presents femininity as sensitive and valuable. Women are
encouraged to love themselves, but it is also acknowledged that self-love is not a constant state
of mind. Women are advised to work on their mindsets and to actively invest in their wellbeing,
because they deserve to be happy. Self-love discourse connects to a popular feminist trend of
self-help, which emphasises the self as “art” – as a project that can always be improved (BanetWeiser 2018: 77).
4.5 Feminist identity discourse
Feminist identity discourse solidifies the status of Monki’s Instagram discourse as a popular
feminist discourse, while simultaneously distancing it from postfeminist discourses. As the
name suggests, feminist identity discourse emphasises the nature of feminism as a way of life
that can easily be adopted, and which can be embraced as an identity. This version of feminism
is corporate-friendly and focuses on visibility.
4.5.1 Feminism as a corporate identity
In feminist lifestyle discourse, Monki presents itself as a brand that seeks to empower women.
In the material, this message manifests especially on International Women’s Days. Both in 2018
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and 2019, Monki published multiple posts on women’s rights and empowerment around
International Women’s Day. Example 14 shows one of the posts from 20193:

Example 14. Caption: Empowering women is our mission and part of who we are at Monki. We know
that it is easy to feel overwhelmed in the face of slowly changing patterns in society. In respect to
International Women’s Day we want to encourage love, strength and to simply say: yes, this IS
important. Disclaimer: when we use the word ‘woman’, we mean any person who feels they identify
with it. Trans, cis or non-binary - because you are undefinable.

”

Text in images: 1. SALUTE SISTERHOOD 2. EMPOW(HER) 3. BEYOND CIS-TERS 4. ♀♀♀♀ 5.

WOMEN WOMEN WOMEN (Appendix: link 31)
In example 14, the relative clause Empowering women is our mission and part of who we are
at Monki identifies Monki with the task of feminine empowerment. The speaker in the post
seems to adopt an identity that is also affected by gender inequalities, and sympathise with the
frustration women feel in the face of slowly changing patterns in society. This recognition of
societal patterns is political and challenges the hegemony of patriarchy. However, the notion of
empowerment, as well as the verbal process of encourag[ing] love and strength and say[ing]
yes, this IS important, are abstract actions. Despite the mention of feeling overwhelmed about
slowly changing patterns, these non-material processes highlight the positive tone of the post:
love and strength seem to become the answers to unequal structures. The caption does not offer
any specification as to what Monki wants to empower women to do but instead embraces
empowerment as “the central logic” (Banet-Weiser 2018: 17). A similar vagueness is noticeable
in the texts in the photos – all of which are either symbolic or ambiguous an emphatic statements
that use puns. The most concrete and therefore most significant political content is the inclusion
3

In the interest of saving space, I have only included a screenshot of the first image in the post. However, the
slogans featured in the rest of the images are included as text.
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of other than cis-gendered women in the category of women, which is iterated both in the
caption and in the declaration BEYOND CIS-TERS. This communicates that people who
identify as nonbinary and trans women should be equally supported in the name of feminism.
Another International Women’s Day themed post, also from 2019, provides a different
perspective to feminine empowerment:

Example 15. Caption: Did you know that for every menstrual cup we sell, we donate a cup to
@thecuporg? Their mission is to empower underprivileged girls worldwide by providing them with
sustainable menstrual cups and comprehensive education on sexuality and reproductive rights. That
means that when you buy the Monki x Lunette menstrual cup, you’re supporting The Cup Foundation
and your global girl gang.

(Appendix: link 30)

Example 15 shows a form of ‘trickle-down’ empowerment where Monki provides a way for its
customers to empower themselves by an action that helps others. Here, Monki simultaneously
associates itself with empower[ing] underprivileged girls worldwide and encourages its
customers to buy products that make them feel good about their purchase. Buying a menstrual
cup from Monki becomes an unselfish act of supporting [--] your global girl gang. In this
material process clause, the customer of Monki is the active participant, while the global girl
gang is only whom the empowerment is directed at.

While Monki claims that empowering women generally is their mission, there is a clear
difference between the representations of empowerment of Monki’s customer base in example
14, and the empowerment of the disadvantaged global girl gang of example 15. While the
people who are in the economic position of being able to buy Monki’s menstrual cups are
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represented as having the power to support others, underprivileged girls worldwide are not
active at all. The potential customers are addressed as you, the women who fall outside this
group are not addressed. The postcolonial nature of example 15 is emphasised by the photo,
which shows a hand of a black person holding a pink menstrual cup, and thus associates
blackness with being on the receiving end of the bargain. The post suggests that the feminine
empowerment in Monki’s Instagram discourse centres on women being empowered as
economic subjects – a common element of both postfeminist and popular feminist discourses.
4.5.2 Feminism as a lifestyle
Another form of feminist identity discourse presents an image of feminism as a lifestyle that
can be adopted and exercised easily. This includes visual statements of feminism that can be
worn, which communicate a person’s feminist identity, as well as focusing on small forms of
empowerment that can be approached as an individual. Examples 16 and 17 show instances of
both:

Example 16. Caption:

#monkistyle EMPOWhER

tag a babe who empowers you. (Appendix:

link 11)
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Example 17. Let this be ur reminder to drink MORE water (plus, who doesn’t want a water bottle with
boobs all over it?) (Appendix: link 42)

Example 16 shows a young woman wearing a sweatshirt with the word Empowher printed on
it. The pun that combines the verb ‘empower’ with the personal pronoun ‘her’ indicates a
message of empowerment which is specifically feminine. The statement can be interpreted as
conveying the message of a material process clause empower her, which is a command to
empower a woman. By wearing the sweatshirt, the woman conveys the message that she
supports feminine empowerment.

The material process clause tag a babe who empowers you in the caption of example 16
encourages followers to show their (female) friends that they ‘empower’ them by writing the
friends’ account names in the comments so they get a notification. What this ‘empowering’
means is not specified in the post – however, the nature of it is something that can be achieved
as an individual. Empowering seems to take a meaning of sisterly support, which is visualised
both in the text in the sweatshirt and in the tagging of friends’ account names.

Example 17 also communicates a message of feminism that centres on visuality. The photo
features the torso of a woman who has a water bottle tied to the strap of her bag. The water
bottle, which is positioned at the centre of the picture, is decorated with illustrations of breasts.
The breasts are different shapes and sizes, which expresses a message of body inclusivity – that
all feminine bodies are worth representing. The pattern also conveys a feminist message, as
feminists have often questioned why women’s nipples are not acceptable to display in public
while male nipples are (Acosta 2016). Therefore, the bottle itself in its visual representation of
breasts becomes a feminist political message. The question in the caption who doesn’t want a
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water bottle with boobs all over it? suggests that everyone who follows Monki wants a water
bottle that has a breast pattern on it, therefore attributing a feminist mindset to Monki’s
Instagram audience. The post implies that having this water bottle makes a person a feminist,
thus reducing the meaning of the word feminist to a visibility (Banet-Weiser 2018: 23).

As in examples 16 and 17, feminist statements are often included in products in feminist
lifestyle discourse. This form of feminist identity discourse thus has a strong connection to
commodity discourse – especially the categories of commodity as a means of expression and
as a symbol of activism. However, the reason why I discuss these representations here instead
of the first section of the current chapter is that in feminist identity discourse, the expressions
of feminism and empowerment associated with certain products persist beyond advertising. In
other words, while in commodity discourse, jeans might be associated with messages of
feminine self-confidence, a t-shirt that has a feminist statement on it exists as a statement of
feminism also when worn. The items that convey feminist statements are purchased not
necessarily to achieve a state of confidence that the model portrays, but instead to communicate
a visible feminist identity to others.

However, the feminist lifestyle that feminist identity discourse promotes is not always reduced
to wearable products. As this form of discourse assumes feminism as a personal identity, it
tends to discuss feminist issues from a lifestyle-point of view:

Example 18. Caption: “I’m a Feminist and BOY do I wear pink”

@scarcurtis new book all about

breaking taboos around the ‘F’ word is finally up on our site! Tell ur friends, tell ur neighbours - this
one’s important. (Appendix: link 24)
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Example 18 advertises Scarlett Curtis’s book Feminists Don’t Wear Pink (and other lies):
Amazing women on what the f-word means to them, which was sold at the start of 2019 at
Monki’s stores. Although I have not familiarised myself with the contents of the book, I am
interested in the way Monki discusses it. The caption begins with the quote “I’m a Feminist
and BOY do I wear pink”, which, as the name of the book, introduces wearing pink – often
associated with normative femininity – as something that is considered inappropriate for a
feminist. The quote challenges a supposedly stereotypical portrayal of a feminist who does not
wear pink, while simultaneously focusing on the concept of choice: the identifying relational
process I’m a Feminist is equated with the material process of I wear pink. Therefore, being a
feminist is reduced to the question of what a feminist looks like: someone who can choose
whether or not to wear pink.

In conclusion, feminist identity discourse includes perhaps the clearest iterations of feminism
and feminine empowerment in the material. In feminist identity discourse, feminism becomes
a shared, ‘happy’ mindset that leads to empowerment: women can ‘empower’ themselves and
one another. Its strong presence in the material suggests that the assumption behind Monki’s
Instagram posts is that their followers identify as feminists, or at least as supporting feminine
empowerment. It assumes that feminism is popular, and uses it as a marketing tactic. Even
though feminist identity discourse contains an acknowledgment of structural gender
inequalities, the focus remains on approachable and easily accomplished feminist actions –
buying clothes that communicate a feminist identity, tagging friends on an Instagram post,
supporting girls in the global South through consumption, or wearing pink. The feminist actions
at the forefront therefore centre on individual actions and focus on celebrating femininity,
distancing feminist identity discourse from the stereotype of angry feminists.
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5. Discussion
The results of this thesis confirm that Monki’s Instagram advertising fits into the category of
popular feminist discourses, although it also has some postfeminist qualities. They support the
view that while popular feminist discourses are vocal about feminine empowerment,
advertising targeted towards a young feminine audience is often only selectively focused on
issues related to gender discrimination. The findings support the idea that the discourses of
popular feminism are, by their very nature, advertising and market friendly.

In the previous chapter, I divided the discourses of feminism and femininity found in the
material into five categories: commodity, body, choice, self-love, and feminist identity. I have
organised this chapter as well based on these categories. However, here I focus on the social
practices perspective of Fairclough’s three-dimensional model, and discuss the ideological
outcomes that these discourses have – what kind of images of femininity and feminism do they
promote? I also discuss feminist discourses as a struggle over hegemony and consider the
factors outside discourse which need to be acknowledged when examining Monki as an
advocate of feminism.
5.1 Consumer empowerment
The material portrays femininity and feminism in a close relationship with consumerism. This
can be observed particularly well in commodity discourse. As I demonstrated in section 4.1, the
key element of commodity discourse is that it establishes a relationship between women and
the products they wear and portrays this relationship as meaningful. The role of women as
consumers is emphasised. Meanwhile, products transcend the state of being material items and
come to represent something much more significant: positive personal qualities and activism.

When postfeminism came to prominence in the 1990s, the cultural, social, and economic
context of the time began celebrating ‘girl power’ that nearly exclusively celebrated the power
of women as consumers (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 9). The current popular
feminist strand includes features of the market-centredness of postfeminism. However, instead
of ‘girl power’, popular feminism often uses feminine vulnerability as a selling point (BanetWeiser 2018: 48). According to Banet-Weiser, popular feminist advertisements often underline
the lack of confidence and self-esteem that women have and show a way for them to overcome
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these obstacles and become more competitive professionally. The politics of feminism tend to
be enveloped in neoliberal philosophy and redirected towards individualism (ibid.: 49).
Monki’s Instagram advertising seems to contain both postfeminist and popular feminist features
in its representation of consumerism. Some of the postfeminist elements of the material can be
seen in example 2, where the product is associated with feminine attractiveness, and where the
woman in the photo is portrayed as a “red hot” sexual subject. Meanwhile, more popular
feminist portrayals can be identified in instances where products are shown as enhancing
feminine confidence or feminist activism. In these cases, the material acknowledges the
vulnerability of women: example 1 indicates a lack of self-confidence, while example 3 shows
a lesbian relationship, which can be subjected to discrimination. These popular feminist
representations, embodied in products, thus both portray and pose a challenge against gender
and sexual discrimination. This connects commodity discourse to feminist politics: products
become symbols of feminine empowerment.

Commodity discourse epitomises the individualist and neoliberalist foundations of both
postfeminist and popular feminist discourses. The association of specific products with
femininity and feminist politics requires an individual who needs these products for her
personal empowerment. Commodity discourse, therefore, validates an economic subject, which
is essential to the neoliberalist version of feminism (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020:
10). While commodity discourse includes elements of feminism, its lack of structural critique,
as well as its inclusion of capitalist practices, also partially renders it as a disavowal of feminist
politics.
5.2 Love your body
In body discourse, femininity is portrayed as aesthetically beautiful and as connected to the
body. At the same time, feminine bodies are shown as intensely personal – only belonging to
the women themselves. They are presented as a source of confidence that should be embraced
and celebrated. However, while the focus is on the individual’s right to their own body, Monki
also acknowledges that feminine bodies are often regulated and discriminated against. The
material shows that Monki includes feminine bodies of different sizes and skin colours in its
advertising, discusses periods, and encourages women to embrace their bodies. All of these
actions are presented as acts of feminism.
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The rise of popular feminism has produced an increase in what Banet-Weiser refers to as “Love
your body” discourses in advertising (2018: 73). These advertising discourses tend to discuss
feminine bodies from the point of view of confidence, and are, at least in part, reactions to the
feminist critique of feminine representations in the media environment. They often show a
version of femininity that differs from the most standard representations that are all the more
visible in social media. These most typical representations of ideal femininity are often
dominated by “the tyranny of slenderness”. The central message of these advertisements is that
women should feel confident in their bodies regardless of whether they correspond to a
conventional idea of beauty (ibid.: 73-75).
The body discourse found in the material represents a “Love your body” discourse. Monki
displays different body types, and celebrates “everyone’s uniqueness”, as seen in example 47.
However, in Monki’s version of body discourse, the “love your body” message extends into a
more controversial realm than simply showing different types of feminine bodies. It connects
period empowerment to body discourse, encouraging women to embrace them and discuss
them. In the material, the confidence women feel about their bodies also shows in their actions:
they begin to break the rules imposed onto them. In statements such as example 6’s “Your body
is yours and you have the right to own it”, women are both declared to have the ownership of
their bodies and encouraged to embrace them.

Body discourse challenges the patriarchal and postfeminist hegemonies which maintain the
culture that subjects feminine bodies to surveillance and judgment (Banet-Weiser, Gill and
Rottenberg 2020: 16). It questions the conventional ideals of femininity and offers the solution
to celebrate all feminine bodies as they are. However, the acts of feminism that are encouraged
are rather individual rebellions than formative political actions: women simply need to accept
themselves and ignore the external forces that try to restrict them. Although some of the feminist
statements made connect body discourse to wider social movements such as the discussion on
body rights, the language avoids controversial political messages. Body discourse thus follows
the neoliberalist hegemony of individualism at the expense of collective feminist action.
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5.3 Feminine autonomy and the crisis of confidence
Choice discourse attributes femininity with autonomy, but also with insecurity that needs to be
overcome. It highlights the theme of individualism in the material: women are portrayed as
independent, both in having the power to make decisions and with facing their lack of
confidence by themselves. Feminism, meanwhile, is ascribed the meaning of women having
the ability to choose and to be whatever they want. Being confident and refusing to listen to
labels are depicted as acts of feminism.

The topics of feminine autonomy and choice have their roots in postfeminist discourses and the
notions of ‘girl power’, which present women as no longer restrained by gendered inequalities
(Gill 2007: 153). Lazar identifies exercising autonomy and agency and expressing selfconfidence as key characteristics of a postfeminist subjectivity in consumer advertisements,
noting that these advertisements bear a strong feminist resonance through mentions of choice,
grit, agency, and personal conviction (2014: 208-210). However, the notions of autonomy and
confidence also extend to popular feminist discourses. As popular feminism, like postfeminism,
circulates within the context of neoliberal capitalism and its “intense privileging of individual
entrepreneurship and self-governance”, popular feminism emphasises feminine capability as a
goal (Banet-Weiser 2018: 30). A central difference between the two is that while postfeminism
represents autonomy and confidence as qualities that women already have, popular feminism
depicts them as something that women should aim for.

With its depictions of feminine autonomy and confidence, choice discourse fits the popular
feminist representation, although it bears some similarity to postfeminism as well. Overall,
women are shown as independent agents. Yet, the material also presents an image of femininity
in a crisis of confidence, which is central to popular feminist discourses. As Banet-Weiser notes,
confidence campaigns for girls and women are a key component of popular feminism (2018:
93). Meanwhile, as postfeminism proclaims that women enjoy a freedom from gendered
inequalities (Gill 2007: 163), it does not favour discourses of insecurity. As Lazar observes,
celebrating women’s self-belief is a key characteristic of postfeminist advertising discourses
(2014: 210). Therefore, portraying feminine self-confidence as existing in a state of crisis can
be interpreted as a direct challenge to the postfeminist hegemonic portrayal of women. Choice
discourse, in this regard, actively questions postfeminism.
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In line with popular feminist logic, choice discourse presents women as capable of developing
confidence. Confidence is presented as an individual choice – women only need to believe in
themselves and ignore the people that try to restrict them. This approach creates a narrative
where the individual capacity to believe in oneself becomes the resolution for insecurity, which
disregards the need to address the broader context of capitalism and sexism that often invites
women to feel insecure about themselves in the first place (Banet-Weiser 2018: 30, 77).
5.4 Vulnerability and emotional strength
Self-love discourse shows femininity as valuable in its sensitivity and vulnerability. It
encourages women to take care of their mental health and to love themselves. Similarly to
choice discourse, it acknowledges the feminine lack of self-esteem but takes a more delicate
approach in building it up. Loving oneself is portrayed as a feminist act, a goal that is more
unstable but also more intimate than confidence.

Self-love discourse corresponds to the logic of popular feminism, although Banet-Weiser does
not describe self-love straightforwardly as a popular feminist discourse. However, the self-love
discourse identified in the material can be located between the popular feminist discourses of
confidence and loving your body. It can be understood as an extension of body discourse, as
women are encouraged to accept and embrace who they are and take care of themselves. The
existence of self-love discourse as largely separate from body discourse demonstrates that the
value of femininity is not only connected to the body in popular feminist discourses. It
encourages women to define their own value and to spend time on their own. This represents a
clear difference from postfeminist discourses, where women’s bodies are viewed as a source of
their value as people (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 5). While there are similarities
between self-love discourse and body discourse, women and their bodies are presented as
valuable as separate entities.
Femininity is stereotypically associated with vulnerability and showing emotions – both of
which are characteristics that are often viewed as signs of weakness (Lazar 2014: 211-212).
Self-love discourse, however, celebrates emotions, therefore challenging the patriarchal
hegemony. Yet, there is an interesting element of naivete in the discussion on emotions, such
as in example 13’s statement when you’re in a rut of feeling all the bad stuff, you can start
neglecting the good stuff. Here, the simplicity and openness of the language are used as a way
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to reduce the injury of negative feelings – it creates an upbeat, non-threatening tone to the
language.

The posts included in self-love discourse demonstrate a form of self-help: example 11 shows
an ideal of self-love, while other posts include instructions on how to love yourself. Self-love
discourse displays a view of the self as a never-ending project that can always be improved.
Banet-Weiser discusses self-help as an industry, which benefits from popular feminism’s
shifted focus on personal empowerment. She points out the gendered nature of the industry,
which is specifically targeted to women and girls (2018: 78). Although self-love discourse does
not straightforwardly commodify self-help by encouraging women to achieve self-esteem
through purchasing products, the portrayal of self-love connects to a neoliberal individualist
mindset.
5.5 Feel-good feminism and visibility
Feminist identity discourse portrays femininity as powerful and strong: women have the ability
to empower themselves and others. Feminism is seen as an identity that manifests in the
mindsets of Monki as a company and of individual consumers. Feminist politics are depicted
in a way that connects the movement with individualism, consumerism, and minor lifestyle
decisions.

Feminist identity discourse is, by definition, a popular feminist discourse. It demonstrates a
‘feel-good’ approach to feminist politics, which centres on individualism and does not question
unequal power structures. As Banet-Weiser notes, popular feminism distances itself from the
angry feminist stereotype: “anger (at sexism, racism, patriarchy, abuse) seems to be an oldfashioned vestige, a ghost of feminism’s past, one not suited to the popular media context of
contemporary feminism” (2018: 15). Angry, collective feminist politics do not suit corporate
feminist discourses, as they often demand concrete structural change, which is not in the
companies’ interests. The companies’ interest is to sell products, and negative feelings do not
sell (ibid.). Although feminist identity discourse expresses some critique of gendered
inequalities, this critique is expressed in a non-threatening way – the focus is on the individual.
The material does not include rallying cries for feminist actions.
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Feminist identity discourse embraces capitalist consumer practices, exemplifying neoliberal
feminist discourses. Monki’s followers are encouraged to buy products with feminist slogans
to display their feminist identity to others and to empower ‘underprivileged’ girls in the global
South through consumption. As typical of popular feminism, feminist identity discourse
restructures feminist politics within neoliberal culture, while having little specification in terms
of what it wants to empower women to do (Banet-Weiser 2018: 17).

Ultimately, feminist identity discourse promotes a version of feminism that is largely reduced
to a visible representation. Banet-Weiser argues that the contemporary media environment is
characterised by “economies of visibility” that “create and validate popular feminism” (BanetWeiser 2018: 21-22). Marginalised groups’ demands for visibility and recognition in a
dominant culture have for long been a way to achieve concrete social change. Yet, in the
contemporary digital media culture, economies of visibility have been able to reshape this
structure so that visibility becomes “the end rather than a means to an end (ibid.: 23). This can
be observed in feminist identity discourse as well: as Monki sells products with feminist
statements such as the sweatshirt with the word Empowher in example 16, the product itself
becomes the political action. As Banet-Weiser points out, this converts the meaning of a
feminist – instead of “a political subjectivity invested in challenging gender inequalities”, the
focus is on a visual representation (ibid.).
5.6 Feminist discourses and hegemony
Based on the material selected for this thesis, Monki’s advertising discourse promotes a
message of feminine empowerment where women are seen as simultaneously suffering from
discrimination and as having the potential to overcome this discrimination. In the material,
femininity is associated with vulnerability and a crisis of confidence, but also with the power
to defeat any obstacles. In an economic context – after all, Monki is a brand that aims to sell
products – the solution is often consumption, but also confidence. Meanwhile, the meanings
attributed to feminism centre on its easy adoption: the focus is on feminism as an identity and
independent feminist actions.

As I have analysed and discussed the material from a critical feminist perspective, it is worth
paying attention to the positive sides of empowerment discourses. For much of modern history,
the rights of women and girls have been regulated and legislated against. Voting and abortion
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rights, the gender pay gap, the exclusion of female athletes, the lack of women in technological
fields – the list goes on. Women as a social group have been subjected and continue to be
subjected to discrimination. Therefore, to a certain extent, it can be argued that all public
discussions that present femininity and feminism in a positive light, are worth celebrating. As
Banet-Weiser notes, the very recent association of girls with power is innovative and even
radical (2018: 47). As Monki promotes messages of feminine empowerment, capability, and
strength, and shows feminine bodies of different sizes and skin colours, it challenges a
hegemony where women are constantly told that they are not enough. This approach has its
value, especially when targeted to an audience of young women who tend to experience
insecurity as an age group.

However, if discourses are to be understood as a struggle for hegemony, as Fairclough’s
framework for CDA and the works of feminist scholars such as Banet-Weiser and Gill suggest,
advertisers’ celebration of feminine empowerment should not be taken at face value. The
discourses of feminism identified in the material are a form of feminism that is the most easily
distributed. These discourses are the most visible because they are not disruptive to capitalism
or mainstream politics – because they are expressions that are safe and affirmative (BanetWeiser 2018: 4, 11). In this environment, feminist structural critique is easily muted: for some
images to become visible, others must be rendered invisible (ibid.: 11).

There lies a danger in treating the visibility of feminism as the end goal. As noted earlier,
although feminism has become popular, feminist discourses are not hegemonic in the society
overall (Banet-Weiser, Gill and Rottenberg 2020: 16). Indeed, the current popularity of
feminism and the recent rise in misogyny can be seen as closely intertwined with one another.
As popular feminism has become more visible than ever in the contemporary media
environment, it has provoked a misogynistic counterreaction that “responds to, reacts against
and challenges” it (Banet-Weiser 2018: xii). Although feminism is celebrated more openly,
misogyny more often results in concrete structural change (ibid.: 172). While Monki and other
companies embrace feminist discourses and encourage women to be confident and love
themselves, there have been rollbacks of women’s sexual and reproductive rights in many
countries, a surge in ‘men’s rights’ organisations, and an increase in sexual and human
trafficking (ibid.). At the time I am writing this thesis in October 2020, the United States is in
the process of potentially re-electing a president who has called women “dogs and pigs” (ibid.:
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176). As all feminist discourses exist in a world that is not feminist, they need to be paired up
with concrete feminist action that challenges unequal power structures.
5.7 Beyond discourse: is Monki a feminist brand?
As Herneaho notes, although discourse is a significant part of reality, the world that we live in
has dimensions outside discourse (2016: 15). As corporate feminism often garners visibility
more than other forms of feminism, the actions that companies take in the material world should
be in line with the feminist statements they use when advertising their products. Therefore,
Monki’s aim to position itself as a feminist company requires a note on how its production and
position as a brand in the H&M group connect it to the feminist movement.

As Monki is a brand that belongs to the H&M group (along with H&M, H&M Home, Cos,
Weekday, & Other Stories, ARKET, and Afound), its status as a feminist company should be
evaluated with regard to the H&M group in total. While Monki’s brand description includes the
promotion of feminist values, the other brands are not described in the same way – in the case
of many of the brands that belong to the H&M group, there is no mention of social
responsibility. This suggests that while Monki might be bringing attention to feminist issues
and promoting gender equality, feminist values are not embedded in the entire H&M group.
The question remains: can a company that incorporates feminist values in only some of its
brands’ marketing discourses be feminist? And if the entire company is not feminist, are any of
the brands that are part of it truly feminist?

The question of whether Monki promotes feminist values is not only connected to its advertising
discourse but also to its production methods. Especially when examining clothing production
from an intersectional feminist point of view, the central question is whether the mode of
production respects the human rights of the garment workers, who are predominantly
underprivileged people of colour. Furthermore, approximately 80% of all workers in the
garment industry are women (Clean Clothes Campaign n.d.). This makes the question of
garment production inherently gendered: the question about workers’ rights becomes a question
about women’s rights.

The H&M group has been proudly declaring its commitment to environmentally and socially
responsible production. According to the H&M Sustainability Report of 2018, the H&M
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group’s “vision is to lead the change towards a circular and renewable fashion industry, while
being a fair and equal company” (H&M Group 2018: 11). The group has been implementing
changes in its supply chain and made the names of its suppliers, addresses, and other factory
information public in 2013 (ibid.: 20). The H&M group’s pledge to improve its supply chain
can be viewed as a response to the 2013 Rana Plaza garment factory collapse in Bangladesh,
which killed over 1,100 people and created a wave of criticism towards fashion companies. In
the same year, the H&M group published its ‘Roadmap towards a fair living wage in the textile
industry’, which, for example, promised 850,000 workers a living wage by 2018 (Clean Clothes
Campaign 2019).

Unfortunately, although the H&M group has been vocal about the improvements it has made
in its production chain, it is still not a sustainable or ‘fair’ fashion company. Although the
company received significant positive media attention in 2013 for its commitment to pay its
workers a living wage by 2018, at the time I am writing this in October 2020, there is no
evidence that any of the garment workers in the factories that produce clothes for the H&M
group are receiving a living wage. However, the company has tried to distract consumers from
the fact that it failed to reach its targets by quietly removing and editing the original 2013 living
wage documents. For example, the promise about 850,000 workers receiving a living wage by
2018 was erased (Clean Clothes Campaign 2019). Meanwhile, in its 2018 Sustainability report,
the group claimed that because 67% of its factories (500 factories in total) were implementing
Wage Management Systems, it had exceeded its wage targets (ibid.). In other words, by being
vocal about its aims and successes, obscuring its failures, and modifying its original targets, the
H&M group has been able to capitalise on its supposedly ethical stance on production, with
little concrete merits.
Furthermore, two recent controversies regarding the H&M group’s production suggest a blatant
disregard for human rights. In March 2020, a study by the Australian Strategic Policy Institute
found that the Uyghur ethnic minority in China have been working at factories in conditions
that strongly suggested forced labour (Xiuzhong Xu et al. 2020). H&M was one of the
companies that benefited from the work at these factories. After the study was published, the
H&M group soon cut ties with the Chinese supplier in question, but it has not used its influence
as a company to defend the Uyghurs (H&M Group 2020). In September 2020, a report
published by the Clean Clothes Campaign revealed that the garment workers in the H&M
group’s supply chain had been waiting for their legally owed wages since the start of the Covid55

19 pandemic in March 2020. The organisation launched a campaign called ‘Pay Your Workers’
to pressure global garment brands to take responsibility of their workers, but thus far the H&M
group has refused to do so (Clean Clothes Campaign 2020).

The H&M group flaunting about the improvements in its production and posing as a socially
responsible company while not valuing the human rights of garment workers is deeply
unethical. Although there are numerous examples that the company’s production practices are
socially irresponsible, it is constantly trying to spin the narrative. While the garment workers
in the H&M group supply chain are not paid accordingly, Monki claims that respecting the
human rights of workers is “part of our DNA since our mission is to be kind to the world and
empower the young women in it” (Monki n.d.b). This is clearly untrue.

If feminism is to be understood as a political movement concerning social justice and gender
equality, it is clear that Monki is not a feminist brand. It relies on a production model that is
deeply unfeminist in nature. It is both paradoxical and disturbing that the brand is selling tshirts with feminist slogans to its customers that most likely have been made by an
underprivileged woman of colour in East Asia – who, in the current situation, perhaps has not
been paid their wages in over six months. While popular feminist discourses often use language
that empowers a certain group of women (Banet-Weiser 2018: 30), Monki takes it a step further:
the brand is selling empowerment to women who are socially privileged at the expense of the
women in its production chain. It is not an act of feminism. It is an act of disempowerment.
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6. Conclusion
In this study, I have provided an analysis of the portrayals of feminism and femininity in
Monki’s Instagram discourse. Using Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework of critical
discourse analysis, as well as tools of multimodal analysis and Halliday’s systemic functional
grammar, I have shown that Monki’s advertising discourse fits the category of popular
feminism while having some postfeminist features. I have identified five different discourses
of femininity and feminism present in the material – commodity, body, choice, self-love, and
feminist identity discourses – and shown the links these discourses have to discourses of popular
feminism and postfeminism. The results of the study support the view that even though popular
feminist advertising is more political than earlier advertising to women, this advertising is also
very selective in terms of the feminist issues that are discussed. Monki’s portrayals of feminism
emphasise individualistic instead of collective politics, and, in line with popular feminist logic,
focus on empowering socially and economically privileged women.

As a feminist, my primary purpose in writing this thesis was to examine and understand how a
brand that I knew was not feminist could use feminist discourse as a marketing tactic. Therefore,
this study is at least as much a feminist critique of structural gender and social inequalities as it
is a study of language. It demonstrates how feminist discourses produced by corporations are
rerouted toward individualism, becoming celebrations of feminine empowerment that are only
diluted versions of feminist politics. Because of the visibility that these corporate feminist
discourses garner, there is a need to understand the mechanisms and motivations behind them.
There is a reason why fast fashion companies do not encourage feminist activism that
challenges existing capitalist power structures: they actively benefit from the current system.

As discussed in section 2.4.1, the purpose of critical discourse analysis is often to bring about
social change (Wodak 2001: 9). Although it has been difficult to provide an in-depth analysis
of discourse within the scope of a master’s thesis, I hope that at the very least, I have
demonstrated the need for feminism to extend beyond discourse. I believe that scientific
research not only can but should promote feminist values and challenge existing power
structures. The results of this study emphasise the need for further analyses of feminist
discourses, as well as other discourses that produce representations of marginalised groups and
political movements. Critical discourse analysts tend to focus on discourses produced by
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institutions of power, which is essential for the critique of existing hegemonies. However, while
studying dominant discourses is imperative for the political aspect of CDA, it is essential to
extend the study of discourses further to texts produced by marginalised communities
(Herneaho 2016: 132). An analysis of a text inevitably reproduces the text and treats it as worth
studying – therefore providing it additional power in the economy of visibility. Therefore, it is
crucial to both continue CDA’s critique of structure, and expand the study of discourses more
into the realm of grassroots political feminism and other forms of activism.

Banet-Weiser argues that we need a transformation from the popularity of feminism into a
powerful feminist rage – “an intersectional, collective rage, directed at racist and sexist
structure” (2018: 185). Especially after writing this thesis, I could not agree with her more.
What we need is less empowerment through consumption, more focus on feminist political
movements that demand rights for women collectively. Fewer clothes with feminist slogans,
more critique of capitalist practices that deny garment manufacturing workers basic human
rights. More feminism that is unashamedly angry.
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Appendix
Links to material
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3. @monki, 8/3/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BgDh13Uncj8/
4. @monki, 8/3/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BgEXFUgHRIW/
5. @monki, 9/3/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BgGrQY4nFGg/
6. @monki, 11/5/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BioM0ijB5kz/
7. @monki, 23/5/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BjHhPdlAJOL/
8. @monki, 25/7/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BlpUgIQHISL/
9. @monki, 27/7/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BlvKTHyn7m0/
10. @monki, 28/7/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BlxZtb5HkFo/
11. @monki, 9/8/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BmQKJ-THUfs/
12. @monki, 31/8/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BnJM3GknnVt/
13. @monki, 25/9/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BoJclbFnGcN/
14. @monki, 28/9/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BoRL8XyHJ-D/
15. @monki, 3/10/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BoducVVnrA1/
16. @monki, 11/10/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BoyQ9FonIsC/
17. @monki, 25/10/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BpW6d5pnTvQ/
18. @monki, 31/10/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BpmVqz7np-9/
19. @monki, 14/11/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BqKS5GOnWff/
20. @monki, 25/12/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Brz0LepnL19/
21. @monki, 27/12/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Br42iUkgOGy/
22. @monki, 28/12/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Br7hO4YnTBS/
23. @monki, 31/12/2018. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BsC96HYo1Hm/
24. @monki, 12/1/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bsh5Yfrn1fL/
25. @monki, 20/1/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bs3H6O0n60Y/
26. @monki, 14/2/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bt3IGyFH8jb/
27. @monki, 26/2/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BuWB-MInmpu/
28. @monki, 28/2/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BublLFUH8gB/
29. @monki, 7/3/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Busx8CMH7Uu/
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30. @monki, 8/3/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BuvWXsCDzaW/
31. @monki, 8/3/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BuwGzZgnAnf/
32. @monki, 3/4/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bvy1Dt2nAaH/
33. @monki, 3/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BxAFU98gHMK/
34. @monki, 4/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BxCOk0-AzpO/
35. @monki, 9/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BxPNmfGBpT1/
36. @monki, 16/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bxg0byVCXxB/
37. @monki, 16/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/BxhhaoyilEI/
38. @monki, 21/5/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bxtr04ojOsL/
39. @monki, 16/6/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/Byw8t1mCozJ/
40. @monki, 17/6/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/ByzaEnfiXLf/
41. @monki, 23/7/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B0Qq6dsCFoB/
42. @monki, 12/8/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B1EctVpiet3/
43. @monki, 20/8/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B1YBATdCqUe/
44. @monki, 3/9/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B18zg1xiMCN/
45. @monki, 4/9/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B1-oRfoF00q/
46. @monki, 12/9/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B2TXhi6i7iV/
47. @monki, 28/9/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B28hxwCAATT/
48. @monki, 30/10/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B4O__k2nwW9/
49. @monki, 14/11/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B42kdcyHF87/
50. @monki, 15/12/2019. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/B6GWAxan7ze/
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